Abstract. We introduce the boolean convolution for probability measures on the unit circle. Roughly speaking, it describes the distribution of the product of two boolean independent unitary random variables. We find an analogue of the characteristic function and determine all infinitely divisible probability measures on the unit circle for the boolean convolution.
Introduction
The boolean convolution of probability measures on the real line was introduced and studied in [SW97] . In particular, it turned out that all probability measures on the real line are infinitely divisible for the boolean convolution. In this note we give a negative answer to Schürmann's question, if the same is also true for the multiplicative boolean convolution of probability measures on the unit circle.
In Section 2 we recall the definition of boolean independence and prove a crucial theorem on the distribution of two unitary operators U and V , if U − 1 and V − 1 are boolean independent, see Theorem 2.2.
The boolean convolution for probability measures on the unit circle is then defined in Section 3. We motivate the definition by the relation between the boolean product and the conditionally free product [BLS96] . But Definition 3.1 also agrees with the theory of Lévy processes on dual groups. I.e., if we take the algebra of polynomials on the unit circle as a dual group in the sense of Voiculescu [Voi87] and define Lévy processes on this dual group as in [Sch95, Fra03] , then the distributions of the increments of these processes form convolution semigroups in the sense of Definition 3.1.
In Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 we show that the transform µ → F µ with
,
for |z| < 1, reduces the multiplicative boolean convolution to the multiplication of holomorphic functions in the unit disk. Finally, in Theorem 3.6 we give a Lévy-Khintchin formula that describes all probability measures on the unit circle that are infinitely divisible for the boolean convolution.
Boolean independence
Definition 2.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and ϕ : B(H) → C a normal state on B. Two operators X, Y ∈ B(H) are called boolean independent w.r.t. ϕ, if
For a unitary operator U on H we define functions ψ U and F U on the unit disk by
and
The following theorem will be crucial for our study of the boolean convolution of probability measures in Section 3.
Theorem 2.2. Let U, V be two unitary operators on H such that X = U − 1 and Y = V − 1 are boolean independent w.r.t. ϕ. Then we have
for all z ∈ D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1}.
Proof. Let w ∈ C with |w| > 4.
Note that the resolvent R X+Y +XY (w) = (w − X − Y − XY ) −1 of UV − 1 = X + Y + XY can be written as
We have chosen |w| sufficiently large so that R X+Y +XY (z) expands into the norm-convergent series
Introducing the operators K X (z) = R X (w)(X + 1) − 1 w , we get
can be written as a normconvergent series
with vanishing constant term. Using Equation (2.1), we therefore have
where
We obtain the following formula for the Cauchy transform G X+Y +XY (w) = ϕ R X+Y +XY (w) of the distribution of X + Y + XY in the state ϕ,
w n+1 , we can rewrite this as
w into this, we get after some simplification and a shift of the argument
for Z ∈ {U, V, UV } and replacing w by 1 z , this becomes finally
. But by uniqueness of analytic continuation the identity holds for all z ∈ D.
The Boolean convolution of measures on the unit circle
If X ∈ B(H) is self-adjoint, then there exists a uniquely determined compactly supported probability measure µ on R such that
holds for all k ∈ N. We call this measure the distribution of X in the state ϕ and denote it by L ϕ (X) = µ. Let X and Y be two self-adjoint operators on H and assume that X and Y are boolean independent w.r.t. ϕ. Then the joint moments
of the pair X and Y are uniquely determined by the distributions of X and Y , since Equation (2.1) can be used to compute them from the moments of X and Y . In particular, the distribution of the sum X + Y is uniquely determined by the marginal distributions L ϕ (X) and L ϕ (Y ) and given by the boolean convolution
It was actually this property that motivated the definition of the boolean convolution in [SW97] .
Let now U be a unitary operator on H. Then there exists a unique probability measure µ on the unit circle such that
holds for all k ∈ N. We will denote this measure by L ϕ (U) = µ and call it the distribution of U in the state ϕ. If U, V are two boolean independent unitary operators, then the moments of their product are given by
Since only the first moments of U and V enter, this does not lead to an interesting convolution of probability measures on the unit circle. The right definition can be deduced by recalling that the boolean product is a special case of the conditionally free product [BLS96] , which is defined for pairs of states. Looking at the algebra of continuous functions on the real line and taking evaluation at the origin for the second state, on recovers the additive boolean convolution. The important property of the choice of the second state is that the Dirac mass at the origin is an idempotent for the free convolution. If instead one takes the algebra of continuous functions on the unit circle and integration against the Dirac measure at 1 for the second state, one arrives at the following definition of the multiplicative boolean convolution.
Definition 3.1. Let U, V ∈ B(H) be two unitary operators with dis-
. Assume furthermore that U −1 and V − 1 are boolean independent. Then we call the probability measure
the boolean convolution of µ and ν. It is uniquely determined by µ and ν.
We call a probability measure µ on the unit circle infinitely divisible w.r.t. the boolean convolution, if there exists a probability measure µ n with
Let µ be a probability measure on the unit circle. Then it is uniquely characterized by the function
We shall also need the function
for z ∈ D, where α = pe −ib 2 + (1 − p)e −ib 1 . (c) Denote by λ the uniform distribution on S 1 , i.e. the Haar measure. Then we get ψ λ (z) = 0 and F λ (z) = 0 for z ∈ D. (d) Consider now λ (n) = 1 n n−1 k=0 δ z k , where z k = e 2πik/n , for n ∈ N. This is the Haar measure on the cyclic subgroup {z k : k = 0, . . . , n − 1} of S 1 . Here we get ψ λ (n) = z n 1−z n and F λ (n) (z) = z n−1 for z ∈ D.
The following proposition shows that the map µ → F µ establishes an isomorphism between probability measures on the unit circle and holomorphic functions in the unit disk. (ii) There exists a probability measure µ on the unit circle S 1 = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} such that
The probability measure µ is uniquely determined by F . 
is also holomorphic and has non-negative real part. Therefore g has a Herglotz representation
see [Bha97, Theorem V.4.10]. Here b = Im g(0) = 0 and ν(S 1 ) = Re g(0) = 1, i.e. ν is probability measure on the unit circle. This implies
where µ =ν is the image of ν under the map x → x −1 . The uniqueness of µ follows from the uniqueness of the Herglotz representation.
( . This implies that h = σ −1 1 •ψ is holomorphic and maps the unit disk to itself. Since ψ(0) = 0, we also have h(0) = 0 and F (z) = 1 z h(z), 0 < |z| < 1, can be extended analytically to the origin. The function F satisfies
Letting ε go to zero, one gets |F (z)| ≤ 1 for all |z| < 1 by the maximum principle.
We can now restate Theorem 2.2 for the boolean convolution.
Proposition 3.5. Let µ, ν be probability measures on the unit circle. Then we have
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 and Definition 3.1.
The Haar measure λ has F λ ≡ 0. It is infinitely divisible for the boolean convolution, since λ × ∪ n = λ for all n ∈ N, and satisfies λ × ∪ µ = λ for all probability measures µ on the unit circle.
The following theorem describes all other infinitely divisible probability measures by a Lévy-Khintchin-type formula. Theorem 3.6. A probability measure µ = λ on the unit circle is infinitely divisible for the boolean convolution if and only if there exists a real number b ∈ [0, 2π) and a finite measure ρ on S 1 such that
for |z| < 1. The pair (b, ρ) is called the characteristic pair of µ, it is uniquely determined by µ.
Proof. A probability measure µ on the unit circle is infinitely divisible for the boolean convolution if and only if there exist holomorphic functions F n with
If F is not identically zero, then this happens if and only if 0 ∈ F (D). In this case we can take the logarithm of F , i.e. there exists a holomorphic function u with Re u(z) ≤ 0 for z ∈ D such that
This function u is uniquely determined up to an integer multiple of 2πi. We choose u such that 0 ≤ Im u(0) < 2π. Since the real part of −u is non-negative, it has a Herglotz representation
with b = Im u(0) ∈ [0, 2π) and ρ a finite measure on the unit circle. Conversely, given a pair (b, ρ) of a real number b ∈ [0, 2π) and ρ a finite measure on S 1 , the functions
give by Proposition 3.3 probability measures µ and µ n which satisfy
by Proposition 3.5. Therefore µ is infinitely divisible for the boolean convolution.
The uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of the Herglotz representation. have a zero of order at least two at the origin. Therefore F µ (0) = 0, but F µ ≡ 0, and we can not take arbitrary holomorphic roots of F µ . This is equivalent to µ not being infinitely divisible. (b) It follows that every infinitely divisible probability measure µ can be embedded into a continuous convolution semigroup, just take for (µ t ) t≥0 the convolution semigroup with the measures µ t given by with c ∈ C, |c| = 1, and q a real-valued integrable function, see, e.g., [Hof62] . If |F (z) ≤ 1 for |z| < 1, then q is non-negative. The function B has the form
where p, p 1 , p 2 , . . . are non-negative integers and (α n ) n∈N is a sequence such that α n ∈ D\{0}, α n = α m for n = m, and ∞ n=1 |α n | pn converges. By Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, we get a corresponding factorization
of any probability measure µ on the unit circle into the boolean convolution of a not-infinitely divisible measure µ B , an infinitely divisible singular measure µ S and an infinitely divisible measure µ O that is absolutely continuous w.r.t. λ. It is equal to ρ = − ln rλ, i.e. it is a scalar multiple of the Haar measure.
